EARLY WARNING AND RAPID RESPONSE TAKES ROOT IN UN PEACEKEEPING
ORGANIZATIONAL MISSION AND VISION

Center for Civilians in Conflict (CIVIC) is an international organization dedicated to promoting the protection of civilians caught in conflict. CIVIC’s mission is to work with armed actors and civilians in conflict to develop and implement solutions to prevent, mitigate, and respond to civilian harm. Our vision is a world where parties to armed conflict recognize the dignity and rights of civilians, prevent civilian harm, protect civilians caught in conflict, and amend harm.

CIVIC was established in 2003 by Marla Ruzicka, a young humanitarian who advocated on behalf of civilians affected by the war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Building on her extraordinary legacy, CIVIC now operates in conflict zones throughout the Middle East, Africa, Europe, and South Asia to advance a higher standard of protection for civilians.

At CIVIC, we believe that parties to armed conflict have a responsibility to prevent and address civilian harm. To accomplish this, we assess the causes of civilian harm in particular conflicts, craft practical solutions to address that harm, and advocate for the adoption of new policies and practices that lead to the improved well-being of civilians caught in conflict. Recognizing the power of collaboration, we engage with civilians, governments, militaries, and international and regional institutions to identify and institutionalize strengthened protections for civilians in conflict.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYMS</th>
<th>FULL NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR - Central African Republic (République centrafricaine)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB - Company Operating Base</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPP - Community Protection Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRSV - Conflict-Related Sexual Violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPKO - Department of Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPO - Department of Peace Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC - Democratic Republic of the Congo (République démocratique du Congo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS - Department of Field Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW - Early Warning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW/RR - Early Warning and Rapid Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS - Early Warning System(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARDC - Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Forces armées de la République démocratique du Congo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDLR - Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWS NET - Famine Early Warning Systems Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIOC - Field Integrated Operations Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FJOC - Field Joint Operations Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FO - Field Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSA - Flight Safety Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPPO - High-Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoO - Head of Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHL - International Humanitarian Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR - Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAM - Joint Assessment Mission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JMAC - Joint Mission Analysis Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOC - Joint Operations Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPT - Joint Protection Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPC - Local Protection Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU - Memorandum of Understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC - Nduma Defence of Congo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHCHR - Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCI - Office for Research and Collection of Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POC - Protection of Civilians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJOC - Regional Joint Operations Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPRA - Early Warning and Rapid Response System (Système d'alertes précoces et de réponses rapides)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD - Standing Combat Deployment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMG-P - Senior Management Group – Protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP - Standard Operating Procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUR - Statement of Unit Requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC - Tactical Operations Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/PCC - Troop/Police-Contributing Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP - United Nations Development Programme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHRO - United Nations Joint Human Rights Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN - United Nations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC - United Nations Security Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID - United States Agency for International Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2010, approximately 200 combatants from armed non-state groups, as well as deserters from the Congolese army, attacked civilians in Walikale territory in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Over the course of four days, combatants systematically raped at least 300 women, 55 girls, 23 men, and 9 boys “in one of the worst mass rape incidents in the country.” A UN investigation found that the violence occurred within reach of a company operating base (COB) of the UN peacekeeping mission (MONUSCO). The investigation further observed that the COB had not yet recruited a community liaison to engage with the local population, and highlighted other obstacles to response, including “lack of military logistics, the inaccessibility of the telephone network, the poor road conditions, the insecurity in the region, long distances between villages and the remoteness of the area.” Notably, the investigation found that peacekeepers were unaware of “proactive protection and warning techniques that could have maximized their capacity to intervene when the attacks took place.”

The mass rape in Walikale was one of a number of incidents of large-scale violence in the DRC and other UN peacekeeping contexts that prompted peacekeepers, the UN Secretariat, UN Member States, and other stakeholders to increase efforts to ensure that UN peacekeeping missions had the capability and willingness to prevent and rapidly respond to threats of violence against civilians. Ten years later, there is widespread recognition of the importance of missions’ capacity to identify, analyze, and respond to imminent and emerging protection threats—a process referred to as “early warning and rapid response” (EW/RR). However, while there have been notable innovations over the past decade, policy and guidance on EW/RR in UN peacekeeping remain in a nascent state.

Based on lessons learned from CIVIC’s past research as well as other secondary sources, this policy brief provides insight into EW/RR to support new efforts to strengthen policy and practice in UN peacekeeping. It begins by looking at the evolution of the broader concept of early warning in the twentieth century. It then analyzes EW/RR in the context of UN peacekeeping, including a brief overview of UN Security Council mandate language and UN Secretariat policy guidance on EW/RR. The brief then offers definitions of “early warning mechanism” and “rapid response” (see Textbox 2), which are intended to help readers conceptualize the processes and personnel that make up peacekeeping missions’ EW/RR systems.

The brief concludes with a discussion of key lessons learned from a literature review on early warning in armed conflict, as well as a summary of processes, practices, and tools that are essential to EW/RR in peacekeeping. CIVIC identified these critical elements through research conducted over the past five years on peacekeeping missions in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA), the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO), Mali (MINUSMA), and South Sudan (UNMISS). The key elements of EW/RR in peacekeeping include:

Ten years later, there is widespread recognition of the importance of missions’ capacity to identify, analyze, and respond to imminent and emerging protection threats—a process referred to as “early warning and rapid response” (EW/RR).
Effective engagement with communities under threat, which requires:

- Maintaining adequate Mission capabilities to enable consistent and safe engagement and information-sharing with communities under threat, including community liaison assistants;
- Developing—or engaging with—community early warning and protection bodies such as community alert networks (CANs) and local protection committees (LPCs);
- Supporting the development and implementation of community protection plans at the local level; and
- Taking steps to address the specific risks of conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV), such as by ensuring that women make up a significant proportion of community early warning bodies.

Linking threat assessments to planning and decision-making, which entails:

- Ensuring that missions have the personnel, mechanisms, and processes needed to effectively gather, analyze, and act upon early warning information regarding protection threats;
- Implementing the UN Peacekeeping Intelligence Policy, including by developing an information acquisition plan that includes protection threats;
- Developing decentralized, field-based analysis, planning, and coordination capabilities that can facilitate effective decision-making and support EW/RR; and
- Developing and implementing a diverse range of responses to early warning alerts, including military and non-military actions.

Mobility, which includes:

- Ensuring adequate air assets to gather information regarding protection threats, engage with communities, and rapidly deploy civilian and uniformed capabilities to respond to threats;
- Removing or reducing layers of internal procedures that hinder the ability of military and civilian personnel and assets to deploy quickly;
- Developing civilian surge teams that can deploy to field locations and implement non-military responses to alerts;
- Minimizing or removing caveats imposed by troop- and police-contributing countries (T/PCCs) that could unnecessarily constrain rapid response.

II. THE MODERN CONCEPT OF “EARLY WARNING”: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

In the mid-twentieth century, “early warning systems” (EWS) emerged as tools through which stakeholders could better predict and respond to natural disasters and armed conflict. As Elena Matveeva explains, “The origins of ‘early warning systems’ lie in two main sources—disaster preparedness... and the gathering of military intelligence.” Governments, UN agencies, civil society organizations, and other stakeholders have since established early warning systems—sometimes referred to as early warning mechanisms—across the globe. These systems range in terms of thematic focus and exist in a number of contexts, including armed conflicts, natural disasters, and humanitarian crises. They similarly vary in terms of geographic scope, from local initiatives at the community level to regional and global systems. For example, the Beni Peace Forum—a network of Congolese civil society organizations—created SAPRA, an EWS focused on human rights violations in a select number of areas in the North Kivu province of the DRC. In contrast, the Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET)—funded and managed by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)—provides early warning and analysis related to food insecurity across the world.

There is no established global definition for “early warning” or “early warning systems.” Rather, academics, humanitarians, and others tend to define early warning within thematic areas. For example, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) defines early warning systems in the disaster response context as “complex processes aimed at reducing the impact of natural hazards by providing timely and relevant information in a systematic way.” In the armed conflict context, a 2009 paper from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defined early warning as a process that “(a) alerts decision makers to the potential outbreak, escalation and resurgence of violent conflict; and (b) promotes an understanding among decision makers of the nature and impacts of violent conflict.”

Conflict early warning can be understood as a subcategory within the broader early warning field. Practitioners and academics began conceptualizing early warning in relation to armed conflicts as early as the 1970s and 1980s. In 1987, for instance, the UN established the Office for Research and Collection of Information (ORCI), a unit tasked with providing early warning as a component of the Secretary-General’s diplomatic efforts, including by alerting the Secretary-General to potential trouble spots. But the 1994 Rwandan Genocide marked “a key trigger for the evolution of the conflict early warning field” and led to greater recognition around the importance of forecasting situations of mass violence.

Beginning in the mid-1990s, organizations at the international, national, and sub-national levels began implementing conflict EWS. According to Kumar Rupesinghe, these initiatives can be grouped into “three generations” of conflict EWS, all of which continue in the present day. First- and second-generation EWS tend to focus on conflict at the national level. Although they are generally based in the global north, their areas of focus are in the global south. Third-generation EWS can be distinguished from their predecessors in several key ways: they tend to be geographically limited, focusing on conflicts at the local level; they are generally based within conflict-affected regions rather than Western capitals; and they contain a stronger connection between warning and response. According to David Nyheim, “The most effective warning-response links have been established by third generation early warning systems,” which often combine “the functions of information collector and responder.”
Contemporary early warning mechanisms implemented by UN peacekeeping missions arguably fall within the “third-generation” of conflict EWS. EW/RR in peacekeeping is intended to allow missions to gather information regarding emerging or imminent threats of violence against civilians and take actions to prevent or mitigate these threats. Though missions’ early warning mechanisms may cover large areas of the countries in which they are deployed, the process of receiving and responding to alerts must be localized and rooted in the conflict dynamics of a particular area. Moreover, the success of EW/RR in peacekeeping hinges on the connection between receiving and responding to alerts. As one peacekeeping expert told CIVIC, “Translating intelligence and community-based warnings into actionable information within hours is the difference between an effective POC [protection of civilians] response and one that comes too late.”

— UN Peacekeeping Expert

III. NASCENT POLICY AND PRACTICE ON EARLY WARNING AND RAPID RESPONSE IN UN PEACEKEEPING

Although the UN Security Council first authorized a UN peacekeeping operation to protect civilians under imminent threat of physical violence in 1999, it was not until 2011 that the Council explicitly directed a peacekeeping mission to establish an early warning capacity to contribute to the protection of civilians. By this time, however, peacekeeping operations had already begun developing early warning tools to better predict and respond to threats of violence against civilians. In the DRC, for example, the Mission’s early warning tools were “developed in response to repeated cycles of massacres and large-scale human rights violations that the mission was unable to stop.” As MONUSCO explained in a 2014 paper, the Mission responded to incidents in which it failed to prevent large-scale killings—in some instances, near Mission bases—by creating and deploying community liaison assistants (CLAs). These national staff support the Mission’s engagement with local communities and manage community alert networks (CANs) to help gather early warning information regarding protection threats. Other peacekeeping missions in similarly challenging conflict environments have since adopted and adapted the use of CLAs and CANs. Additionally, as discussed in more detail in Section IV of this policy brief, missions have established Joint Operations Centres (JOCs) and Joint Mission Analysis Centres (JMACs)—specialized units which play a vital role in missions’ capacity to predict, analyze, and respond to protection threats—as well as a host of other tools relevant to EW/RR.

The UN Security Council, the Secretariat, and individual peacekeeping missions have all played a role in the development of new EW/RR policies. This section briefly discusses the contributions of each.

The UN Security Council: EW/RR in Peacekeeping Mandates

The Security Council has included early warning as a component of the POC responsibilities of MINUSCA, MINUSMA, MONUSCO, and UNMISS, and has mandated that these missions strengthen their early warning efforts. For example, MONUSCO’s 2019 mandate requires that the Mission “enhance its community engagement with civilians…to strengthen its early warning mechanism.” It also references “strengthening protection of civilians through early warning and response.”

UN Security Council resolutions offer some guidance as to the objectives and key elements of EW/RR in UN peacekeeping. For example, the 2019 MONUSCO mandate excerpted above recognizes the importance of enhanced community engagement in the Mission’s capacity to improve early warning. The most recent UNMISS mandate requires that the Mission “strengthen the implementation of a mission-wide early warning strategy, including the establishment of an Information Acquisition Plan as part of a coordinated approach to information gathering, incident tracking and analysis, monitoring, verification, early warning and dissemination, and response mechanisms.” The UNMISS mandate incorporates language requiring that the Mission’s early warning systems include “risks of sexual and gender-based violence.”

While some Security Council mandates have detailed guidance on EW/RR, mandates do not fully describe the resources and mechanisms needed to implement an effective EWS. Such detail is appropriately left to the UN Secretariat and missions to develop.
The UN Secretariat: Recent EW/RR Guidance and Tools

The UN Secretariat began issuing guidance to support peacekeeping operations’ EW/RR efforts in 2015 through the UN’s first official Policy on the Protection of Civilians in UN Peacekeeping. The policy instructed missions to include early warning tools and systems in their Protection Action Plans and protection activities.1 The revised 2019 Policy on the Protection of Civilians in UN Peacekeeping (the Policy) included additional EW/RR requirements and outlined the EW/RR roles and responsibilities of senior mission personnel.2 The Policy also highlighted the connection between engagement with local communities and EW/RR: “Local engagement may allow for early detection of threats or tensions which can inform mission early warning systems and prevention actions.”3

The Protection of Civilians in UN Peacekeeping Handbook (the Handbook), issued by the Secretariat in 2020, provides the most detailed EW/RR guidance to date.4 Observing that “a structured early warning system will help the mission gather and analyse information on threats to civilians in a timely manner,” the Handbook offers four “purposes” of an EWS. Included among these purposes is ensuring that missions understand “the indicators, signals, necessary conditions and triggers that make violence against civilians likely to occur,” and that missions have a process “for collecting, sharing and corroborating early warning information within the mission and/or with external actors.”5 The Handbook additionally discusses mission tools for improving protection of civilians that have been used to strengthen EW/RR, such as CLAs, CANs, Joint Assessment Missions (JAMs), Community Protection Plans (CPPs), Joint Protection Teams (JPTs), and casualty recording.6

Despite this welcome progress, Secretariat guidance does not provide overarching definitions for “early warning mechanism” or “rapid response,” nor does it offer a comprehensive description of the personnel, policies, and other capabilities central to the peacekeeping EW/RR process. A lack of more specific definitions and guidance could have certain advantages, such as allowing each mission to develop context-specific EW/RR policies adapted to local POC challenges and the mission’s particular footprint. Yet a lack of definitions and guidance could also contribute to missions developing ineffective EW/RR systems. More detailed guidance could help ensure that missions learn additional lessons from each other, including the need to develop processes that allow for quick alert verification and the need to decentralize EW/RR decision-making. Guidance could also encourage missions to ensure that administrative procedures facilitate rapid movement of mission personnel and to request the personnel, assets, and operating budgets necessary to enable threat assessment, analysis, and rapid response. This brief offers definitions of “early warning mechanism” and “rapid response” (see Textbox 2) to help readers understand the components of peacekeeping missions’ EW/RR systems.

Peacekeeping Operations: Mission-Specific EW/RR Policies and Processes

In parallel to the Secretariat, UN peacekeeping missions are developing their own EW/RR policy guidance. MINUSCA and MINUSMA, for example, recently adopted EW/RR standard operating procedures (SOPs) in 2019 and 2020, respectively. Both SOPs provide step-by-step descriptions of the EW/RR process, outline the roles and responsibilities of different mission personnel, and offer definitions of “early warning” and “rapid response.” More information highlighting the MINUSMA and MINUSCA SOPs can be found in Textbox 1. UNMISS and MONUSCO have similarly developed mission-specific EW/RR policies.

It is vital that the implementation of these new policies be closely monitored. Missions will undoubtedly run into obstacles in applying EW/RR guidance and may develop innovative solutions to overcome these challenges. These definitions, good practices, and lessons learned should ultimately be woven back into Secretariat-level guidance, shared between missions, and if useful, included in UN policies.

TEXT BOX 1: EARLY WARNING AND RAPID RESPONSE POLICIES IN MINUSCA AND MINUSMA

In 2019, MINUSCA issued a standard operating procedure (SOP) on the “process” of “early warning and rapid response.”7 The Mission adopted the SOP to “facilitate the rapid verification and dissemination of early warning (EW) information and rapid decision-making by relevant actors on responses to prevent and/or respond to protection of civilian (POC) threats.”8 The SOP elucidates six “phases” of EW/RR – including conducting an initial POC threat assessment at the local level, collecting and analyzing information, and responding to imminent and non-imminent POC threats—as well as the roles of Mission personnel in each phase.9 The SOP defines “early warning” and “rapid response” as follows:

Early Warning: “A serious and credible threat from non-state armed actors (including but not limited to self-defense groups, armed groups, and criminal gangs) and/or State authorities that puts at risk the physical integrity of civilians, including human rights violations and IHL infractions. EW differs from simple reporting such as flash reports. These reports generally refer to physical violence, human rights violations and/or IHL infractions which have already taken place. The EW mechanism focuses primarily on gathering, sharing and responding to information on possible incidents that have the potential to directly impact civilians and their physical integrity. Each EW requires a rapid response to be carried out to prevent such violence from occurring.”

Rapid Response: “Rapid response to imminent threats are plans, projects, programs, or actions, agreed upon at the local/sector SMG-P [Senior Management Group-Protection], which must be carried out activated/implemented, to prevent, preempt, or effectively respond to threats against the physical integrity of civilians, in the area of responsibility at local level. Rapid reaction includes: (i) anticipation, prevention, deterrence, use of Urgent Temporary Measures (UTMs); and/or (ii) effective response, including but not limited to the use of force beyond self-defense, as defined within the MINUSCA POC Strategy 2018. Rapid response is an active obligation of each FO [Field Office] under the joint responsibility of HoO [Head of Office], local/sector Commander and Police Commander.”

MINUSMA finalized an EW/RR SOP in June 2020. Like its MINUSCA equivalent, the MINUSMA SOP provides a step-by-step description of the EW/RR “process” and outlines the responsibilities of different Mission actors.10 Though the MINUSMA SOP’s definition of “early warning” is nearly identical to its MINUSCA equivalent, the definition of “rapid response” is specifically tailored to the structure of MINUSMA. “Agreed measures by the Crisis Management Team to prevent, pre-empt, or effectively respond to threats against civilians in the area of responsibility at local level. Rapid reaction includes: (i) anticipation, prevention, deterrence, and (ii) effective response, including but not limited to the use of force beyond self-defense, as defined in the mandate and the Rules of Engagement. Rapid response is an active obligation of each Early Warning Response Cell member under the joint responsibility of HoO, Sector Commander and Regional Police Commander.”11

1 UN MISS and MONUSCO have similarly developed mission-specific EW/RR policies.

2 The revised 2019 Policy on the Protection of Civilians in UN Peacekeeping (the Policy) included additional EW/RR requirements and outlined the EW/RR roles and responsibilities of senior mission personnel. The Policy also highlighted the connection between engagement with local communities and EW/RR: “Local engagement may allow for early detection of threats or tensions which can inform mission early warning systems and prevention actions.”

3 Observing that “a structured early warning system will help the mission gather and analyse information on threats to civilians in a timely manner,” the Handbook offers four “purposes” of an EWS. Included among these purposes is ensuring that missions understand “the indicators, signals, necessary conditions and triggers that make violence against civilians likely to occur,” and that missions have a process “for collecting, sharing and corroborating early warning information within the mission and/or with external actors.” The Handbook additionally discusses mission tools for improving protection of civilians that have been used to strengthen EW/RR, such as CLAs, CANs, Joint Assessment Missions (JAMs), Community Protection Plans (CPPs), Joint Protection Teams (JPTs), and casualty recording.

4 Despite this welcome progress, Secretariat guidance does not provide overarching definitions for “early warning mechanism” or “rapid response,” nor does it offer a comprehensive description of the personnel, policies, and other capabilities central to the peacekeeping EW/RR process. A lack of more specific definitions and guidance could have certain advantages, such as allowing each mission to develop context-specific EW/RR policies adapted to local POC challenges and the mission’s particular footprint. Yet a lack of definitions and guidance could also contribute to missions developing ineffective EW/RR systems. More detailed guidance could help ensure that missions learn additional lessons from each other, including the need to develop processes that allow for quick alert verification and the need to decentralize EW/RR decision-making. Guidance could also encourage missions to ensure that administrative procedures facilitate rapid movement of mission personnel and to request the personnel, assets, and operating budgets necessary to enable threat assessment, analysis, and rapid response. This brief offers definitions of “early warning mechanism” and “rapid response” (see Textbox 2) to help readers understand the components of peacekeeping missions’ EW/RR systems.

5 In parallel to the Secretariat, UN peacekeeping missions are developing their own EW/RR policy guidance. MINUSCA and MINUSMA, for example, recently adopted EW/RR standard operating procedures (SOPs) in 2019 and 2020, respectively. Both SOPs provide step-by-step descriptions of the EW/RR process, outline the roles and responsibilities of different mission personnel, and offer definitions of “early warning” and “rapid response.” More information highlighting the MINUSMA and MINUSCA SOPs can be found in Textbox 1. UNMISS and MONUSCO have similarly developed mission-specific EW/RR policies.

6 It is vital that the implementation of these new policies be closely monitored. Missions will undoubtedly run into obstacles in applying EW/RR guidance and may develop innovative solutions to overcome these challenges. These definitions, good practices, and lessons learned should ultimately be woven back into Secretariat-level guidance, shared between missions, and if useful, included in UN policies.
TEXTBOX 2: DEFINITIONS OF “EARLY WARNING MECHANISMS” AND “RAPID RESPONSE”

Based on past field research as well as a review of relevant secondary literature, the CIVIC peacekeeping program has developed working definitions of “early warning mechanisms” and “rapid response” for UN peacekeeping operations. These definitions reflect CIVIC’s understanding of the key processes and personnel that constitute missions’ early warning mechanisms, the range of POC threats early warning mechanisms are intended to address, and missions’ potential responses—military and non-military—to early warning alerts.

Early Warning Mechanisms: Early warning mechanisms are information gathering and analysis tools that enable civilians to alert decision-makers to emerging, escalating and imminent threats of violence against civilians in order to facilitate prevention and mitigation efforts.

Peace operations use early warning mechanisms to obtain, verify, and analyze information on immediate-, medium-, and long-term protection threats. Early warning systems strengthen integrated protection of civilians threat assessments and enable the adoption of proactive measures to prevent, deter, and/or respond to violence against civilians.

Early warning mechanisms are vital for a mission’s ability to prevent violence against civilians through a comprehensive, whole-of-mission approach. By enhancing situational awareness, effective early warning mechanisms can help decision-makers understand where protection threats pose the highest level of risk to civilians in order to promote and improve prioritization in the use of resources for timely interventions.

Rapid Response: Rapid response denotes any timely initiative or action to prevent or stop a protection threat that is identified by an early warning mechanism. For peace operations, the process of initiating a rapid response includes planning, decision-making, tasking, and actions based on an integrated protection of civilians threat assessment. A mission’s response should be determined in an integrated and coordinated manner, using, as appropriate, the full range of tools and capabilities available to the mission, including a mission’s military, police and civilian components. Responses may be undertaken independently or in collaboration with external stakeholders.

LESSONS LEARNED LINKED TO EARLY WARNING AND RAPID RESPONSE

Early Warning and Rapid Response in the Broader Context of Armed Conflict

CIVIC undertook a literature review of academic and practitioner research on early warning in armed conflict and identified valuable lessons that may be applicable to EW/RR in peacekeeping. For example, early warning scholarship highlights the importance of strengthening the connection between early warners and responders, developing diverse responses to alerts, and incorporating gender considerations into early warning systems. These lessons draw largely from the work of David Nyheim and Anna Matveeva.

“The rationale behind introducing gender into early warning rests on the argument that the use of a gender-lens enriches early warning analysis and allows for more appropriate response options equally benefiting men and women.”

— Susanne Schmeidl and Eugenia Piza-Lopez

David Nyheim argues that there are six key elements in conflict early warning good practice, including three that are particularly relevant for peacekeeping contexts: nurturing strong field networks, ensuring regular—rather than ad hoc—reporting, and establishing a “two-way connection” between warning and response. The two-way warner-responder link is rooted in the assumption that “the raison d’être of current early warning systems is to catalyse informed and effective responses to violent conflicts.” Just as those who warn “reach out” to responders, responders must “reach in,” such as by inviting warners to brief response planners. But bolstering this connection remains a key challenge. Nyheim notes, for example, that while “most early warning systems will be designed to inform and promote response instruments and mechanisms,” the same cannot be said of response mechanisms, which “will not be designed to respond to warning or draw on early warning systems for guiding analysis.” The two-way warner-responder link is rooted in the assumption that “the raison d’être of current early warning systems is to catalyse informed and effective responses to violent conflicts.”

The strength of the connection between the early warning and the response hinges partially on ensuring that data is actionable. According to Anna Matveeva, “The rule of thumb is that the fewer categories early warning data covers, the more operational the ‘product’ of early warning can be.” Matveeva notes, however, that analysts complain that “raw data” from field monitors comes with little analysis, leading them to discard information which cannot be readily interpreted. If decision-makers cannot make sense of information on protection threats, their capacity to respond will likely be diminished. Efforts to foster exchanges between warners and responders, including by bringing them together in the same room, can potentially help to bridge this gap.
The early warner-responder connection is closely related to another key challenge: developing a diverse range of responses tailored narrowly to the context. According to David Nyheim, “A diverse package of measures is needed to address the multifaceted range of issues in violent conflict contexts. Rapidly changing conflict environments also mean that responses need to be adaptable and flexible.” As discussed further below, rapid response measures should not be limited to military actions or short-term interventions designed to stop violence. Too much focus on violent conflict, Nyheim argues, is “a weakness as it focuses responses on measures to counteract violence, as opposed to on supporting systems that sustain peace.”

Post research has also highlighted the importance of ensuring that EWS adequately take gender into account. According to Susanne Schmeidl and Eugenia Piza-Lopez, “The rationale behind introducing gender into early warning rests on the argument that the use of a gender-lens enriches early warning analysis and allows for more appropriate response options equally benefiting men and women.” Gender considerations should be incorporated at each stage of the EW/RR process, from the collection of data to the formulation of responses. According to a Saferworld briefing, gender-sensitive early warning systems are characterized by “the equal participation of women and men in early warning processes” and “the inclusion of gender-sensitive indicators based on context-specific research into gender and conflict dynamics.” Exclusion of women from EWS can result, for example, in a failure to develop indicators that measure types of violence disproportionately affecting women, and it can deprive responders of valuable sources of information. Moreover, Schmeidl and Piza-Lopez also assert that gender sensitive EWS may be better equipped to develop a diverse range of responses: “Gender-sensitive responses in the context of conflict early warning and response processes may lead to the use of a wider range of policy tools, including micro-level responses that take into account the needs of diverse groups at every stage of the conflict cycle.”

Early Warning and Rapid Response in the Context of UN Peacekeeping

Over the past five years, CIVIC has conducted field research in four mission contexts—MINUSCA, MINUSMA, MONUSCO, and UNMIS—on issues that are integral to effective EW/RR in UN peacekeeping. Through this research, CIVIC has identified important components of effective EW/RR, including: a) consistently engaging with local communities; b) linking threat assessment and analysis to planning and decision-making; and c) mobility. Drawing on CIVIC’s previous research, this section looks at each component in turn. Future research will seek to identify additional capabilities critical to effective EW/RR.

Engaging with Communities

“Community engagement is a critical aspect of UNMIS’s efforts to protect civilians. When done effectively, it can allow UN actors to better understand the environments within which they are operating. Without engaging communities, a peacekeeping operation may struggle to identify protection threats and deteriorating security situations.”

In line with lessons learned from broader conflict EWS, CIVIC’s field research has found that consistent engagement with local communities is at the heart of effective EW/RR in UN peacekeeping. Mission personnel rely on information from civilians and local civil society in order to predict, understand, plan for, and ultimately respond to emerging POC threats and broader conflict trends. Engaging local communities is vital both for peacekeeping missions’ improved threat assessment and protection planning, as well as for building partnerships between missions and communities under threat. As one UN official explained, “Community engagement is the bedrock of the protection approach and all outreach across uniformed and civilian pillars.” Many components and sections of peacekeeping missions, including military and police personnel, Civil Affairs Officers, and Human Rights Officers regularly engage with communities to implement mandated tasks, including POC. However, as referenced in the section above, peacekeeping missions have also developed mechanisms specifically designed to facilitate communication and information-sharing between missions and communities in order to strengthen EW/RR.
MONUSCO, one of the UN’s longest-running peacekeeping missions, has long been at the forefront in developing new community engagement tools, some of which have been replicated by other missions. As discussed in the previous section, the Mission created community liaison assistants (CLAs)—Congolese national staff often deployed alongside MONUSCO’s uniform personnel. CLAs develop relationships with community focal points and play an important role both in improving the Mission’s situational awareness and understanding of protection threats, as well as in explaining the Mission’s role and mandate to civilians. MONUSCO’s CLAs are tasked with managing two other key community engagement tools: the CANs (discussed in the previous section) and local protection committees (LPCs). LPCs are “groups of community members who receive MONUSCO training, participate in monthly meetings, identify protection threats in their communities, and develop local protection plans.”

As the linchpins of the Mission’s EW/RR system, CLAs are intended to bridge the gap between the Mission and communities, analyzing data and alerts generated by LPCs and CANs, and sharing information with MONUSCO.

MINUSCA has adapted many of the approaches to community engagement first piloted by MONUSCO in the DRC. As in the MONUSCO context, CLAs play a critical role in MINUSCA’s EW/RR capacities. For example, CLAs support the implementation of community protection plans (CPPs) at the local level. Integrated into the Mission’s early warning mechanism, CPPs “help the Mission to assess POC risks for a given area, providing the Mission with an overview of the security situation by consolidating input from community members and local authorities on perceived threats to the civilian population.” CLAs are additionally tasked with establishing CANs, which often serve as the Mission’s primary source of information on imminent threats to civilians.

In South Sudan, UNMISS has a different approach to recruiting, managing, and utilizing CLAs. There are fewer CLAs in UNMISS than in some other missions, UNMISS CLAs are managed by Heads of Office (HoOs) rather than the Civil Affairs Division, and the Mission lacks an “extensive network of field-based CLAs deployed alongside uniformed personnel in remote locations.” This different approach is one of the reasons that UNMISS CLAs “have not been able to establish early warning networks or alert systems in order to feed this information directly to uniformed personnel for rapid, decentralized response.” However, CLAs do play a role in the Mission’s efforts to improve situational awareness and engagement with communities. UNMISS interlocutors have informed CIVIC that CLAs help to “gain the trust of communities and understand the context in greater detail than international staff.” They also allow UNMISS to “collect information from a wider range of civilians...that feeds into early warning.”

Missions’ community engagement strategies must address the risks of conflict-related sexual violence (CRSV). As CIVIC has observed, sexual violence is often less visible than other types of violence and may occur in different times and places. Given this reality, “Missions...need to be attuned to the potential for CRSV and make a concerted effort to identify CRSV risks and cases.” In the context of EW/RR, CIVIC’s research has demonstrated the importance of engaging women as well as men in identifying protection threats, including by ensuring “that women make up a significant proportion of the individuals who participate in CANs, LPCs, and other early warning forums.” In their research on gender and early warning, Schmeidt and Piza-Lopez similarly emphasize the importance of gathering women’s perspectives on protection threats, noting that the “inclusion of women in [the process of determining response options]...not only allows for equity by laying the foundations for having both men and women’s needs equally addressed, but also invites a different set of views when deciding upon what response options might be most suitable.”

While CIVIC’s research has identified good practices related to community engagement, it has also shed light on areas that can be improved across missions. Some of these challenges are related to missions’ hiring, training, and utilization of CLAs. Other difficulties are linked to collaboration with national security forces. Host states have the primary responsibility for protecting their civilians, and certain UN peacekeeping missions—including the missions in CAR, DRC, and Mali—are mandated to support national security actors. Cooperating with host state forces can create obstacles to missions’ EW/RR efforts, particularly in contexts where national security actors commit high levels of violations of international human rights and humanitarian law. This challenge can take on an additional dimension in the context of mission transition and exit. In the DRC, for example, MONUSCO will ultimately need to transfer EW/RR responsibilities to Congolese authorities. As observed by the 2019 Independent Strategic Review of MONUSCO, “Existing community alert networks and early warning systems should ultimately be entirely managed by state authorities.” The transfer of these responsibilities involves significant challenges in a country where national security forces may not have the capability to respond to alerts and remain regularly responsible for violations against civilians.

**Linking Threat Analysis to Planning and Decision-Making**

“Good intelligence is only useful for protection of civilians if peacekeeping missions can translate it into comprehensive and integrated planning, timely decision-making, and rapid response.”

In order to effectively respond to early warnings of violence against civilians, peacekeeping missions must have the personnel, mechanisms, and processes needed to acquire, analyze, and act upon information regarding imminent and emerging POC threats. This process can be divided into three phases: gathering and analyzing information on threats, planning, and decision-making. CIVIC’s report, Data-Driven Protection: Linking Threat Analysis to Planning in UN Peacekeeping Operations, explores these phases in detail, including good practices and challenges faced by UNMISS and MONUSCO.

Contemporary peace operations have thousands of personnel across military, police, and civilian components with the potential capacity to identify threats and gather information. But officials require direction, both as to the type of information to focus on as well as how to acquire, store, and share information safely and effectively. As Anna Mstvieve has observed, the process of gathering and analyzing early warning data involves challenging dilemmas, including how much data to collect, what information to ignore, and how to ensure that collected information is actionable.

In 2017, the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) issued the UN’s first Peacekeeping Intelligence Policy, followed by an updated policy in 2019. The 2019 Policy instructs missions to develop information acquisition plans, establish intelligence requirements, and manage information in common databases. CIVIC’s research has demonstrated that acquisition plans and associated intelligence requirements should include POC threats. However, the degree to which the Intelligence Policy has been implemented varies across missions, and more research is needed to understand whether and how information acquisition plans are connected to EW/RR. CIVIC’s research has also found that gender needs to be integrated into threat assessments, analysis, planning, and decision-making. CIVIC has observed, for instance, that missions should include early warning indicators of CRSV in their information requirements, and found that “data on incidents should be sex-disaggregated whenever possible so that missions know whether perpetrators and survivors are men or women.”
Peacekeeping missions have had capabilities to manage, analyze, and distribute information to planners and decision-makers for some time. In 2006, DPKO directed missions to establish Joint Operations Centres (JOCs) and Joint Mission Analysis Centres (JMACs) based on lessons learned in the field. JOCs serve as information hubs at mission headquarters, and increasingly in field or sector headquarters. JOCs are tasked with ensuring “mission-wide situational awareness through integrated reporting on current operations as well as day-to-day situation reporting.” JMACs are tasked with providing Mission leadership “with a capacity to collect and synthesize all-source information to produce medium and long-term integrated analysis.”

Once analyzed, information must be integrated into planning and decision-making forums. Unfortunately, peacekeeping missions have weak and under-resourced planning capabilities at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. For example, CIVIC’s research has found that missions “lack designated and effective joint planning mechanisms at the operational level, which, especially in the absence of strong protection strategies, leaves sections working in silos rather than reinforcing each other’s efforts.” To support decentralized operational- and tactical-level planning and decision-making, missions need more robust coordination, planning, and decision-making capabilities—as well as decision-making authority—in field offices. At the field level, HoOs and battalion commanders must determine how to respond to immediate protection threats, but they face important barriers to information acquisition, planning, and response. For example, a lack of field-level coordinators, or the absence of local-level forums for joint planning between military and civilian officials, can lead to siloed analyses and ultimately to less effective responses to POC threats.

To address these gaps, some peacekeeping missions have experimented with creating field-based capacities that perform functions similar to JMACs and JOCs. In South Sudan, for example, UNMISS has established Field Integrated Operations Centers (FIOCs) in all field offices. FIOCs are coordination and crisis-management tools that promote planning, information sharing, and coordination across different Mission sections at the local level. FIOCs are tasked with consolidating Mission reporting into a single operational picture, and they “play a role in coordinating response to reported threats at the field level by facilitating meetings where all Mission personnel can present requests for patrolling and use of air assets.” Similarly, in CAR and Mali, MINUSCA and MINUSMA have developed field JOCs and regional JOCs respectively. FIOCs and RJOCs are intended to improve field-level coordination and information sharing.

MONUSCO has developed similar field-level capacities. Presently, the Mission utilizes field JOCs. However, CIVIC’s previous research analyzed MONUSCO’s prior establishment of Tactical Operations Centers (TOCs)—ad-hoc decision-making forums that brought together MONUSCO civilian and military officials as well as humanitarians in specific areas. In January 2018, MONUSCO responded quickly to an outbreak of violence in the Djuju area of Ituri province, where its intervention was credited with reducing violence and enhancing mobility assets. Whereas some deficiencies in infantry can be addressed by high-mobility vehicles and helicopters, the reality is that many missions with protection responsibilities are currently severely underresourced: some lack critical enablers, while others operate under rules that prevent the full use of those capabilities. All four host countries experience months-long rainy seasons and flooding, which can cut off road access to unstable regions. Missions also face political, and sometimes violent, challenges to their freedom of movement. Armed non-state groups, government actors, and, at times, frustrated civilian populations restrict missions’ movement with varying severity.

Beyond the country context, peacekeeping missions are not yet adequately designed or equipped for rapid deployment. The 2015 report of the High-Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO Report) described the situation as follows: “Physical protection by armed peacekeepers requires adequate infantry and enhanced mobility assets... Whereas some deficiencies in infantry can be addressed by high-mobility vehicles and helicopters, the reality is that many missions with protection responsibilities are currently severely underresourced: some lack critical enablers, while others operate under rules that prevent the full use of those capabilities.” Since the HIPPO Report, the UN Secretariat and Member States have invested in a range of activities to modernize peacekeeping operations and make them more mobile. Through a full exploration of these efforts is beyond the scope of this brief, it is important to note that a number of mission characteristics continue to constrain the mobility of UN peacekeeping missions.
MINUSCA, MINUSMA, MONUSCO, and UNMISS have all faced challenges as they have sought to decrease their dependence on static presence and increase their mobility. Common constraints include, but are not limited to, a lack of adequate air assets, layers of internal procedures that hinder the ability of military and civilian personnel and assets to deploy quickly, and caveats imposed by troop-contributing countries (TCCs). These constraints are described in more detail below.

In Mali, CIVIC’s research has highlighted the challenges that MINUSMA faces in protecting civilians. Key among them is that the Mission lacks adequate air assets, including attack and utility helicopters as well as specialized reconnaissance (ISR) assets. In interviews with CIVIC, stakeholders stressed the importance of having multiple types of aircraft for the Mission’s EW/RR process. ISR platforms allow MINUSMA to predict where attacks are likely to take place and, thus, where the Mission needs to station personnel. Attack helicopters play a different role, serving as “one of the most effective means the Mission has to prevent potentially imminent attacks on villages because of their speed and their show of force.” Utility helicopters can allow for the rapid deployment of military and civilian officials based on early warning alerts.

Lack of adequate aviation in MINUSMA is connected to one of the key challenges facing conflict EWS: the connection between warning and response. In their views, stakeholders highlighted examples in which the Mission responded too slowly—or failed to respond entirely—to protection threats due to lack of aviation resources. One MINUSCA military official noted, for example, that it can take the Mission “two to three days” to respond to “flare ups” between armed groups. Without adequate air assets, missions will struggle to engage communities and gain information on threats of violence against civilians (early warning) and to prevent or mitigate these threats (rapid response). Additionally, while air assets are necessary for rapid response, they are similarly vital for MINUSMA’s community engagement, a critical aspect of early warning. As CIVIC observed, “Air assets…ensure that Mission personnel can engage with communities to better understand people’s needs and concerns.”

Mobility is similarly critical for the peacekeeping mission in the DRC. MONUSCO was already planning to decrease its footprint when the Mission underwent significant budget and troop reductions in 2017. Over the following three years, the Mission went from maintaining over 100 bases around the country to operating from around 40 bases in fewer areas. MONUSCO implemented a new protection strategy, “Protection through Projection,” to protect civilians with its reduced presence. As CIVIC noted, “A central component of MONUSCO’s shift to more mobile operations was the development of Standing Combat Deployments (SCDs). SCDs refer to temporary deployments of personnel to remote areas where the Mission does not maintain a permanent presence. Though CIVIC’s research found that these mobile deployments can play a role in responding to violence against civilians, SCDs are dependent on mobility. In interviews with CIVIC in 2018 and 2019, MONUSCO civilian and military officials noted the importance of maintaining adequate air assets and travel budgets, emphasizing the challenge of resource restrictions.” Ultimately, unless missions have the assets to deploy personnel “at the first early warning signs of tension,” their ability to respond effectively will be limited.

MINUSCA, MONUSCO, and UNMISS have all considered or experimented with developing teams of civilian personnel that could be quickly deployed from Mission headquarters to other locations. While simple in theory, this action requires missions to have equipment, such as tents and rations, to enable personnel to stay in remote locations where Mission accommodations may be rudimentary or nonexistent. Moreover, civilian officials and air assets often require layers of approval before travel. For example, in 2018 and 2019, CIVIC found that UNMISS civilian officials and military observers, as well as UN country team staff, had to seek a number of permissions prior to traveling. Before undertaking air travel, for instance, the Mission required that personnel secure a Flight Safety Assurance (FSA) from the government or a special assessment from Mission leadership. Such procedures can have adverse consequences—CIVIC found that the process of “securing an FSA or conducting a special assessment can delay or prevent a rapid response to threat.”

Without adequate air assets, missions will struggle to engage communities and gain information on threats of violence against civilians (early warning) and to prevent or mitigate these threats (rapid response). Ultimately, unless missions have the assets to deploy personnel “at the first early warning signs of tension,” their ability to respond effectively will be limited.
The process of early warning and rapid response is central to UN peacekeeping operations’ efforts to prevent and mitigate short-, medium-, and long-term threats of violence against civilians. Contemporary peacekeeping missions tasked with protecting civilians must contend with a broad range of POC threats across large geographic expanses in which travel may be severely restricted. In complex conflict environments, missions must have the capacity to identify, plan for, and respond to emerging protection threats.

Yet contemporary UN peacekeeping operations face numerous obstacles to implementing effective EW/RR. Peacekeeping operations, including the missions in CAR, DRC, Mali, and South Sudan, must determine how to deploy limited resources, including mobility assets, in order to respond rapidly to myriad threats. In countries with limited road networks and potentially hostile armed groups or state institutions, missions may face particular burdens in terms of effectively engaging with communities to gather information and build trust. Moreover, the process of linking information gathering to effective planning, decision-making, and response remains a critical challenge across UN peacekeeping operations.

Despite these difficulties, missions can take steps to strengthen EW/RR processes. For example, missions’ effective use of CLAs can lead to increased engagement with local communities and improved situational awareness. Similarly, efforts to link threat analysis to decision-making, such as through the development of field-office level capacities to coordinate planning and foster information sharing, can facilitate better planning and response at the operational and tactical levels. More broadly, missions can develop policies and procedures that formalize the EW/RR process and lay out the roles and responsibilities of specific personnel. These steps and others can improve missions’ EW/RR and increase their capacity to protect civilians.

Caveats imposed by troop- and police-contributing countries (T/PCCs) can also impact a mission’s ability to deploy in response to protection threats. In the South Sudan context, CIVIC observed that efforts to make the UNMISS Force more proactive and mobile had been hampered by certain Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) and Statements of Unit Requirements (SURs) between TCCs and the UN Secretariat that placed geographical restrictions on where troops could deploy. Such restrictions, CIVIC found, “undermine the Mission’s ability to deploy troops where and when they are needed.”

Geographic limitations imposed by T/PCCs are not limited to the UNMISS context. Speaking about peacekeeping more broadly, one expert described the situation as follows: “If a protection threat arises in a new place, the mission needs to be able to reallocate resources to that area and leave them there. But troops have caveats in their MOUs with HQ [UN headquarters in New York] that prevents this kind of flexibility.” As missions seek to become more mobile and responsive, T/PCC caveats that unnecessarily restrict where and when uniformed personnel can deploy could pose a significant barrier to mobility.
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December 19, 2018, Koro, Mopti, Mali: Senegalese peacekeepers serving with MINUSMA conduct an operation to secure the circle of Koro in Mali’s Mopti region. During the operation, peacekeepers conducted civil-military activities, including free medical consultations and education sessions.